July 1, 2022

Dear Prof. Jin-Lei Wang, Company Editor-in-Chief, Editorial Office

Many thanks to you, editorial personnel and reviewers. We appreciate your efforts and comments which are really valuable and help us to greatly improve our manuscript. We are sending you our revised manuscript entitled “Mass-like extragonadal endometriosis associated malignant transformation in the pelvis: A rare case report, and literature review” (World J Clin Cases NO: 78148) by Chen et al., for consideration of publication in World Journal of Clinical Cases as a full article.

We revised our manuscript according to your comments and those of the reviewers. We have polished the full text with the help of an experienced expert from American Journal Experts (Verification Code 949F-9015-1D50-E035-A8E5). In response to the comments raised by the reviews, we explained them by point to point. I hope that the reviewing process finds the manuscript acceptable for publication in the journal. Thanks a lot.

I hope that the reviewing process finds the revised manuscript acceptable for publication in the journal. I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks a lot.

Sincerely Yours,

Ping Chen, M.D
Response to the comments raised by reviewers

**Reviewer #1:**
Scientific Quality: Grade B (Very good)
Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing)
Conclusion: Accept (General priority)
Specific Comments to Authors: congratulations

Answer: Many thanks for your support.

**Reviewer #2:**
Scientific Quality: Grade B (Very good)
Language Quality: Grade B (Minor language polishing)
Conclusion: Accept (General priority)

Answer: Many thanks to you, professor, we sincerely appreciate your suggestions, and we answer all comments as follows:

1- Title, A case report, and review of literature change to A rare case report, and literature review

Answer: Many thanks for your comments and we have modified the title in revised manuscript.

2- Abstract: background: reported as case change to report as a rare case

Answer: We have modified the Abstract Section in revised manuscript.
3- Plagiarism is 22% if accepted in the journal

Answer: We have polished the full text with the help of an experienced expert from an English-speaking country to make it clearer and more understandable to the potential readers.

4- Introduction: at the end of the introduction cite the care checklist guidelines” This report has been written in accordance with the care checklist guidelines for case reports”

Answer: We have added this content in the Introduction Section in revised manuscript.